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December-17-16
Common Name

Bean (Bush)

Variety Name
Borlotto Lingua Di Fuoco (Borlotto
Fire Tongue)

Canadian Wonder

Accession #
72

264

Growth Info
Good for fresh and dried use, white
pods streaked with red/orange.
Beans are tan speckled with dark
red. 50-60 days. High yielding
variety.
Red kidney bean with a small white
eye. Early as a snap bean, but
primarily used as a dry bean. Very
productive, smaller bush plant. 95
days to dry.

Historical Info
Italian heirloom.

Listed in the Ely seed catalogue from 1881:
"This dwarf bean is of such great value as
to fully justify the name "Wonder". In growth
the plant is dwarf and compact. The pods,
produced in marvellous (sic) abundance,
are very tender, delicate in flavor, of
beautiful shape, and grow from 12 to 16
inches in length. For string beans it is sure
to become a great favorite, while for fresh
shelled beans (cooked like Lima Beans),
hardly any other variety can approach it in
rich, delicious flavor and handsome
appearance."

Heirloom/OP?
H

H

Believed to pre-date that, however no
further documentation is verified.
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Ireland Creek Annie

204

Koala

293

Magpie (Magpi)

221

Norwegian Brown

262

Canadian heirloom.
Bush type bean, excellent for soups English heirloom grown since the 1930s on
and dry uses. 24" growth. Good
Ireland Creek Farm in British Columbia.
producer. 70-75 days.
Plant produces thin pods, plant size
about up to 12".
Bush-type bean. Reportedly later
Introduced by the Carter Seed Company
variety. Black and white speckled, from France in 1913 OR 1909 by Sutton
slightly elongated bean.
Seeds (conflicting reports).
Plant produces good, early harvests
of gold brown soup beans with a
white eye. 75 days (dry). Should be
a bush variety. Heavy yields.

H

H

H/OP?
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Common Name

Bean (Bush)

Bean (Pole)
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Variety Name
Pepa de Zapallo (Tiger Eye)

Accession #
302

Speckled Algonquin

211

Swedish Brown

209

Thibodeau du Comté de Beauce

267

Cherokee Cornfield

218

Emelia's Italian Pole (Auntie Vi's
Italian Pole)

186

Growth Info
Amber yellow dried bean with
maroon swirls. Best for dry use, thin
skinned for easy drying on the vine.
Bush habit. 80 days.
Dry bush bean variety, light tan and
red speckled beans. 95 days to dry.
Plant grows approximately 15" high,
produces pods of brown beans used
primarily for dry use.
Excellent short season variety
producing excellent harvests of
straight green beans dashed with
purple early in the season. Bean in
tan in colour with burgandy flecks.
Produces well even in cool, wet
conditions. 45 days for snap. 70 for
dry.
Small beans range from black to
olive to cream to salmon to white,
with striking black markings.

Historical Info
Originally from South American (reported).

Heirloom/OP?
H

History is spotty at best on this variety.

H

Original seed was brought to Canada by
Swedish immigrants who settled in Ladner,
BC and Westham Island. Seeds originally
brought in the 1800's.
Documented back to Comte de Beauce in
Quebec. Old Canadian heirloom.

H

H

H

Emelia Fulla brought the seeds to Canada
when she immigrated from Italy in 1911.
She was from St Peitro, Udine, Italy. The
name 'Aunti Vi' was given to it by Annette
Barley, who was given the beans in 1965.
Vi stands for "Vancouver Island". The bean
has been grown around Nanaimo for over
100 years.
In 2015 A Barley renamed the beans
'Emelia's Italian Pole' in honour of Emelia
Fulla.

H
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Common Name

Bean (Pole)
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Variety Name
Gramma Walter's

Accession #
210

Grandma Nellie's Yellow Podded

187

Irish Connors (Irish Conners)

134

May Flower

115

Mr. Tung's

74

Growth Info
Plant produces good yields of white
and dark red mottled beans, used
primarily for dry uses, but can be
used fresh. Approx. 5 seeds per
pod, light pink pod. Grows approx. 7
ft. tall. 60 days for fresh use, 80
days for dry.
Early maturing variety, 60-65 days.
Moderately productive. Bean will
start in colder soil, making it
excellent for shorter and colder
climates. Dry bean. Shatters when
beans are ready.
Moderately large plants (approx. 6ft
long), white flowers, pods are
approx. 7-8" long with 6-8 beans per
pod. Three pods per shoot. Beans
are a chestnut brown colour and are
good for snap and dry uses. Doesn't
like high heat, does better in
moderate temperatures. Early
producer, ready for drying stage at
only about 70-80 days.
Best use as snap beans, but can be
used as dry. Pods produce short
squarish beans, off-white in colour
flecked with a burgandy red that a
cumulates at the eye. 100 days to
maturity
10" pods, 8-10 beans per pod.
White/khaki colour, about 0.5" long.
7 pods per shoot, 99% fruit set.
White flower, good dried and fresh,
with a slight buttery flafour. 70ish
days. Vines are 8-10ft long.

Historical Info
Plant reportedly comes from the Pacific
Northwest, although no history on Gramma
Walter's can be found.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Given to Nellie Chernoff, of Kamsack,
Saskatchewan, by a Russian lady
immigrant friend.

H

Ken Conners was born in Ireland in 1898.
His family immigrated to Boston,
Massachusetts in 1900, and then again
moved to New Brunswick, Canada in 1907.
They made their way out west and settled in
the Vancouver, BC area. The family is still
around, but in the interior of BC now, where
they run an antique store and still to this
day grow these beans that followed them
around their journey in North America.
Said to have been brought over with the
Mayflower in 1620, however it shows a lot
of resemblence to 'Colorado River Bean'.
Might simply be a renamed variety.

H

Heirloom originally from China, brought
over by the Tung family when they moved
to Longbeach, Kootenay Lake, BC.

H

H
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Common Name

Bean (Pole)
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Variety Name
Musica

Accession #
73

Oma's

133

Oregon Giant

113

Poltschka

81

Speckled Cranberry

265

Growth Info
Large flat pods 9-12" long, 6-8
beans per pod. White beans, about
0.5" long. 3 pods per shoot, about
85% fruit set. White flowers. Good
dried and fresh. 60-70 days. Vines
about 7-8ft long.
Large vining variety, vines
approximately 10ft high. Huge pods,
about 12" long produce large white
beans (approx, 7-9 per pod). Good
for fresh or dried use.

Historical Info
Spanish heirloom.

Original gardener that
sent them to the bank
said that her
grandmother brought
these beans over from
Germany with her when she immigrated in
the earlier part of the 20th century. They
have been in her family ever since.
Thought to originate from the Pacific
Northwest. Dated at least to the 1930's, as
it was listed in the 1937 McFayden's seed
catalogue.

Plant produces large, flat pods and
kidney-shaped beans. Beans and
pods are tan with purple striping.
Pods are 10" long with 8 beans per
pod. Extremely large vines. 70 days
for snap beans, 95-110 for maturity.
8" pods, 6-9 beans per pod. Beans
are smaller sized, about the size of
a blackeyed pea. Colour is
black/dark purple/blue. Excellent as
a green bean or as a dried bean.
Does moderately well in a hot
climate, might produce better in a
slightly cooler environment.
Triple purpose bean. Can be used Brought to North America from England
as a snap bean at around 60 days, around 1825.
green shell bean at around 80 days,
or as a dry bean if grown to full
maturity. Produces heavy crops of
stringless 7-9" pods until the first
frost. Pole habit, dry, 60-90 days.

Heirloom/OP?
H

H

H

OP/H?

H
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Common Name

Bean (Pole)

Variety Name
Sunset Runner

True Red Cranberry

Cotztomatl

Accession #
116

117

174

Eggplant

Rosa Bianca

268

Fava Bean

Broad Windsor

263

Ground Cherry

Cossak Pineapple

112
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Growth Info
Plant produces distinct pale-peach
blossoms, vines reaching up to 6ft.
Best used mature, and said to be
excellent for freezing and canning.
Beans are large, and are black,
flecked with lavender-purple. 75
days.
Plant produces good harvests of
beans that resemble cranberries dark red in colour, and about the
size and shape of cranberries.
Mostly used dried. 95 days.
Sprawling plant produces small 1"
orange fruit in a husk. Earthy/fruity
kind of flavour. Does well in heat,
sets fruit easier in hotter weather.
Doesn't like to be too damp. Tender
perennial - will tolerate some frosts,
but successive hard frosts will kill it.
Round, light lavender fruit with a
delicate flavour. Best picked when
they are 6-8" long. Meaty. 75 days.
75-85 days. Heavy production.
Black and white flowers.

Similar size and growth of 'Aunt
Molly's' but with a pineapple flavour.
Self seeds readily, versitile plant,
grows well in ground and in
containers (but better yields if inground). Fruit is about 1/2" in
diameter. 70 days.

Historical Info

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H

Said to be originally used by the Abnaki
First Nations of Maine, USA.

H

Rare plant, reportedly grown by the Aztecs.

H

Italian heirloom.

H

Stated in the Ely seed catalogue of 1881 to
be the "celebrated Broad Bean of England".
Originally coming to England from Portugal
in the 1300's, and grown in North America
since the end of the 18th century.
Said to originate from Eastern Europe.

H

OP/H?
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Common Name

Lettuce

Variety Name
Freckles

Accession #
86

Red Sails

85

Melon

Oka

165

Pea

Blue Pod Capucijners (Blue
Podded Pea)

84

Monk

118

Aji Chinchi Amarillo

224

Chocolate Habenero

111

Pepper (Hot)
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Growth Info
Romaine-type lettuce, bright green
leaves with splashes of vibrant red
"freckles" on them. Not the most
flavourful lettuce in the world, but it
definitely is unique looking. Slow to
bolt, shows good heat resistence.
Turns very, very bitter once it bolts,
however.
Red oak-leaf type lettuce, very
dramatic frilled edges, and a deep
red/purple colour. With increased
heat/sunlight will turn an even
deeper shade of red. Good with a
slight bitter bite indicative of most
red lettuces. Huge heads, up to 2ft
in diameter. Reasonably slow to bolt.
Creamy orange flesh, rind is yellowgreen and heavily ribbed. 80-90
days.
Ornamental/edible variety, bright
blue/purple pods from silver-grey
vines that grow approximately 8ft.
Excellent pea for eating the pea
pods, fresh shelled pea, or dried
pea. 80-85 days
Rough brown in appearance, used
almost exclusively for dry purposes.
Smaller version of the Ají Amarillo.
Yellow fruit, maturing to a deep
orange. Mild to medium heat.
Excellent for fresh or dry use. 85
days.
Plant produces chocolate brown
lantern shaped fruit, about 2" long.
300,000 scolville units, very spicy,
and with an excellent smokey/fruity
flavour.

Historical Info
Very possible that this is just
Forellenschuss ('Speckled Trout') renamed.
More research needed.

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H?

OP/H?

Bred around 1912 by Father Athanase of
the Trappist Monastery at La Trappe, QUE.
Oka was a cross of the green-fleshed
Montreal Market and Banana.
Developed by the Capuchin monks in
Holland. Known to date at least pre-1800.

H

Traditional variety from the minks in the
Netherlands.
Traditionally from South America, heavily
used in Peruvian dishes.

H

H

H

OP
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Common Name

Pepper (Sweet)

Variety Name
Cubanelle (Cuban)

Pepper, Hot

Hinkelhatz

315

Runner Bean

Scarlet Runner

217

Snow Pea

Chinese Giant

212

Slocan

75

Brode Galeux d'Eysines

183

Hopi Orange

220

Squash (maxima)

Squash (moschata) Musquee De Provence
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Accession #
225

219

Growth Info
When unripe, it is light yellowishgreen in color, but will turn bright red
if allowed to ripen. 75 days.
Small, 1-2" long red peppers,
roughly shaped like a chicken's
heart. Spicy. 85 days.
Green heart-shaped leaves with
bright red flowers, produce black
and dark purple seeds. Edible when
young. 75 days fresh, 115 dry.
Plant produces very large, 5-8" pods
used for fresh snap pea use.
Approximately 6-8 peas per pod. 4
ft. vines. Grows very well on the
prairies.
Large 7ft vines, prolific producer.
White flowers. Leaves are green
with white splotchy-dot variegation.
Does very well in high heat.
Excellent for snap pea use, as well
as letting mature on the vine to use
for dried peas. 50 days for fresh
use, 70 for dry.
90 days. Warty winter variety. Very
rare, difficult to find.
Dark orange, 10-15lb fruit, good for
keeping, baking, soups, and pies.
Strong vining habit. 90-100 days.
Large, flat 10-15lb fruit that are
deeply divided. Mature to a deep
dusty orange. Flesh is dense and
rich. Good for roasting and pies.
Good keeper. 100-110 days.

Historical Info
Extensively used in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and
the Dominican Republic.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Grown by the Pennsylvania Dutch since at
least the 1880s. Hinkelhatz translates from
Penn Dutch to "chicken heart".
Wild perennial in tropical Central America,
introduced to cultivated gardens around
1750.

H

H

H

Heirloom brought by Japanese immigrants
(possibly internment camp prisoners?)
during WWII to the area. Originally from
Japan.

H

French heirloom.

H

H

Heirloom to southern France where, until
recently, it was though the variety had
become extinct.

H
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Common Name

Squash (pepo)

Variety Name
Tatume

Tomato

1884 Purple (Purple Doughnut)

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Accession #
140

1

Agona Local

170

Al's Black

242

Altajskij

312

Americke Pyramidni

169

Growth Info
Extremely vigorous vining summer
squash, best when eaten young as
a summer squash (medium to dark
green), but can be left to mature on
the vine and cured to keep as a
winter squash for several months
(golden yellow). For eating like a
zucchini, harvest is at about 45-50
days, for mature it's about 80 - 90
days. Excellent flavour, very firm.
When cured as a winter squash it's
reminiscient of spaghetti squash.
Needs lots of room to grow, does
well with trellising.
Excellent yields of large purple/dark
pink fruit, light green shoulders. 820oz fruit. Very good flavour, juicy
sweet and rich. Very meaty. A bit
of radial cracking in wet weather.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 77
days.

Compact, semi-determinate plant
produces excellent crop of 2-6 oz
juicy plum type fruit. Excellent for
fresh eating and sauces. Delicious
full flavour. Approx 70 days.
Plant produces medium sized, firm
black fruit. Early production.
Red, oblate, pleated fruit. Large
plant, good production.
Indeterminate. Good fruit set.
Regular leaf.

Historical Info
Historical Mexican variety.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Jeff Casey of Alberta received the seeds of
"1884" tomato from
Michael Gunn of Pasadena, Texas in 2005,
and shared with Tatiana
Kouchnareva (B.C KO T) in Dec 2005. Both
Jeff and Tatiana grew it in
2006 and both obtained large dark blackpurple fruit which, in Tatiana's
opinion, were better than the original 1884.
Tatiana named it 1884
Purple.
Seed donated to PGRC by a Mr. Agble in
1989. Variety originally from Agona, Ghana

OP

Grown in Saskatchewan in the same family
for several decades. Further information is
unknown.
Donated to PGRC in 1986.

H

H

OP/H?
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Common Name

Tomato
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Variety Name
Ananas Noir (Black Pineapple)

Accession #
2

Andrina Dwarf

3

Anna Russian

291

Antonovka

121

Armenian

4

Growth Info
Historical Info
Very meaty beefsteak fruit. Black
This tomato appeared in a Pineapple
streaked with green shoulders,
tomato patch and was developed and
Very creamy inside, cannot be kept stabilized by Pascal Moreau, a horticulturist
long after picking. Reportedly came in Belgium. First introduced to SSE in
from a stray seed of 'Pineapple',
2003.
was selected and bred out, although
may not be 100% stable yet. Good
flavour, sweet with mild acid
overtones. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 85 days.
Small cherry tomato, plant reaches Reportedly originally from Russia.
on 6" high and can be grown in a 6"
pot. Good yields of tiny cherry
tomatoes, round and red. Heat
delays production. Regular leaf.
Determinate. 60 days.
Plant produces good flavoured red, Original seed sent to Craig LeHoullier in
heartshaped fruit, good for canning 1989 by Brenda Getty Hillenius of Corvallis,
and slicing. Fruit weighs 5-17oz
Oregon. She received the variety from her
each. RL, indeterminate, 75-80 days. grandfather, Kenneth Wilcox. Kenneth
received the seeds from a Russian
immigrant in the 1980s, who was sent the
variety by his family, who lived in Russia.
Craig LeHoullier introduced it to the SSE
Yearbook in 1989.
Kind of spindley plant, didn't seem Seed donated to PGRC in 1984 from
to like the cold, wet weather of a La Ontario.
Nina year, but did take off once
weather warmed up. Excellent
flavour, oblate beefstake type fruit.
Dark red with darker
red/brownish/greenish shoulders.
Good balance between rich and tart
taste. Indeterminate. 75-80 days.
Regular leaf.
1lb bi-coloured oblate fruit with
Originally from Armenia, as per Charlotte
yellow/orange skin and flesh. Slight Mullens of West Virginia, who was the
red marbling sometimes in the
original source of the seed in 1990.
flesh. Beefsteak-type fruit.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate, 75.

Heirloom/OP?
OP

Heirloom

H

OP/H?

Heirloom
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Common Name

Tomato
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Variety Name
Aunt Ruby's X (PSB-5)

Accession #
93

Auriga

200

Aviuri

152

Azoychka (Azochka)

5

Beauty King

6

Black & Brown Boar

8

Growth Info
Large, vigorous plant produces 818oz yellowish green beefsteak type
fruit. Meaty with sweet rich flavour,
said to have a buttery texture. 80
days. Indeterminate. Regular leaf.

Deep apricot fruit with rosy interior.
Fruit approx 2.5" in size. 75 days.
Regular leaf.
Red fruit with orange/bronze
striping. 4-6oz fruit. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 78 days.
Good sized 6-12oz fruit, moderate
production in high heat. Lemon
yellow, very non uniform. Indet., RL
plant. Likes to vine upwards. Very
sweet, fruity and low acidic flavour.
75-80 days.
Large, oblate beefsteak type, non
uniform in shape. Bicoloured red
and orange, with yellow innards.
Most likely a sport from 'Big
Rainbow', and may not yet be
entirely stable. From Brad Gates of
Wild Boar Farms. Reported 1 large
(1lb) fruit/cluster, the rest will be
smaller. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 83 days.
Produces 3-4oz globular fruit, brown
with green striping. Sets very well in
hot weather, good flavour. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate. 70-75 days.

Historical Info
First introduced in the SSE 1993 Yearbook
by Bill Minkey of Darien, Wisconsin (WI MI
B). Bill Minkey received the seed from Nita
Hofstrom of Clinton, Wisconsin, whose
aunt, Ruby Arnold of Greeneville, TN, grew
it for years. The seed originally came from
Ruby Arnold's German immigrant
grandfather, and Ruby simply called it
'German Green' tomato. Bill Minkey asked
Ruby for permission to rename this variety
and he called it 'Aunt Ruby's German
Green' after Ruby Arnold.
Reportedly from Switzerland, but unverified.

Heirloom/OP?
H

OP/H?

OP/H?

Russian heirloom, 'Azochka' was a common
Arabic female name in Russian in the mid20th century.

Heirloom

Most likely a sport from
'Big Rainbow', and may
not yet be entirely stable.
From Brad Gates of Wild
Boar Farms.

OP

Discovered and stabilized by Brad Gates,
Wild Boar Farms, Vacaville, CA. It came
from a row of Green Zebra plants at Brad's
farm.

OP
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Common Name

Tomato
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Variety Name
Black From Tula

Accession #
9

Black Krim

223

Black Oxheart

320

Black Pear

79

Black Plum

10

Black Sea Man

167

Blondkopfchen

11

Bola Macizo

207

Growth Info
RL, indeterminate. Very flavourful,
earthy, acidic, yet somewhat sweet
complex flavour. Big heavy 3"
diameter fruit. Family heirloom from
Ukraine. 80 days.
Large 8-16oz fruit, dark
purple/brown/black with darker
shouldering. Excellent flavour.
Regular leaf. 80 days.

Historical Info
Family heirloom from Ukraine. This variety
was imported from Russia (Marina
Danilenko) by Seed Savers Exchange and
offered in the SSE 1996 Yearbook

Heirloom/OP?
H

Ukrainian heirloom from Crimea region of
Black Sea (Ukraine). First offered in the
USA in the SSE catalogue by Lars Olov
Rosenstrom of Bromma, Sweden in 1990.

H

Medium sized potato leafed plants
produce good yields of brown-black
pear shaped fruit (about the sized of
a small pear). Nice smokey flavour,
slighty acidic, and not very sweet.
Some slight green shouldering. No
cracking or splitting, even under
drought conditions. Not a dry
tomato, but still makes a nice sauce.
Good for fresh eating. Indetermine.
Potato leaf. 75-80 days.
Plum shaped mahogany/black fruit.
2" in diameter, very productive, with
good flavour. 2oz fruit. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate, 75 days.
Hearty determinate plant, approx. 34ft high. Produces good yields of
black/brown fruit with excellent
flavour. Good to excellent yields.
Potato Leaf. 75 days.
Small lemon yellow cherry, RL,
indet., produces in large clusters on
a large vine. Mild, sweet flavour.
70-75 days.
Meaty dark pink/red fruit. Good
flavour.

Suzanne Ashworth located the seeds in
Moldova.

Russian variety acquired by Seed Savers
Exchange in the early 1990s from Marina
Danilenko of Moscow, Russia.
Russian origin

OP/H

Heirloom

H

"Blondkopfchen" means "Little Blond Girl" in
German. obtained from the Gatersleben
seed bank in Germany in the late 1980s.

OP(H?)

Name translates to "solid ball" from Spanish.

H
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Common Name

Tomato
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Variety Name
Bonito Ojo

Accession #
230

Bramki

12

Brandywine

13

Brandywine (Maylor Roth's)

239

Bunte Pflaume

278

Burraker's Favourite

108

Growth Info
Uniform 2.5oz, 2" globe-shaped
fruit. Very sweet. Produces in
trusses of 7-9 fruit. Very good
production. Thin skin. Regular leaf.
Determinate. 75 days.
Red oblate fruit, up to 1lb. Good
heat tolerance, good tomato
flavour. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 75 days.
Original pink variety, large beefsteak
tomato. Very meaty, pink, with
slight green shoulders. Good
flavour. Doesn't seem to like the
heat. Potato leafed. Indeterminate,
95 days.

Rare selection, light orange fruit.
Beefsteak type with some ridges.
Regular leaf. 80 days.
Tall plant produces small to medium
sized (2-6oz) green/black bicoloured
fruit that are beefsteak shaped. Very
good flavour, does not keep well.
1-2 lb fruit, pink and yellow bicoloured striping. Excellent flavour,
good yields. Reports of the striping
fading in each subsequent grow-out
have been reported. Indeterminate.
Regular leaf. 80 days.

Historical Info

Heirloom/OP?
OP

Heirloom of Polish origin.

Heirloom

Brandywine is a tomato that found its way
into the Seed Savers Exchange collection in
1982. It got there via an elderly (now
deceased) Ohio gardener named Ben
Quisenberry, who received the variety from
a woman named Dorris Sudduth Hill – she
stated that they had been in her family for
over 80 years. I do not know where the
Dorris came from – hence, where the
tomato originated. See:
http://nctomatoman.top
cities.com/Articles/Bran
dywine_History.htm
History is unclear - might not actually be
related to Brandywine.

Heirloom

OP/H?

May not be original, as they are not plum
shaped. Name means 'Colourful Plum' in
German. May not be stable.

OP

Named after Burraker's Hollow, where
Chuck Wyatt originally located the seeds.

H
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Common Name

Tomato
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Variety Name
Calabacito Rojo

Accession #
149

Cherokee Purple

216

Chocolate Stripes

145

Chocolate X (PSB-4)

301

Growth Info
Historical Info
Plant yields excellent amounts of
According to William Woys Weaver, it is a
oblate, heavily ruffled fruits that are documented very old heirloom in
pinkish/light red in colour. Excellent Philadelphia gardens (1795) (cannot find
sweet taste. Is said to do well in hot direct documentation of this however). Seed
climates. Regular leaf.
was collected in Chiapas State (Mexico) in
Indeterminate. 75 days
1991.
Plant produces brown/black/purple Cherokee Purple was sent to Craig
6-10oz smooth fruit with green
LeHoullier by John D. Green of Sevierville,
shoulders. Highly prized for its
Tennessee, in 1990 as an unnamed variety.
flavour, only moderate production. The original letter sent with the seeds that
85 days. Regular leaf. Indeterminate. describes all that is known of its history is
referenced here [1]. Mr. Green got the
variety from a woman who, in turn, received
them from her neighbor. The neighbor
claimed that they have been in their family
for 100 years, originally receiving them from
the Cherokee Indians. Craig named the
variety and listed it in the SSE yearbook the
year after he first grew them (1990). He
also sent seeds to Southern Exposure Seed
Exchange, then, a few years later, Johnny's
Selected Seeds.
Fair production of large, 8oz
Developed by John Siegel of Covington,
mahogany bicoloured fruit that is
Ohio, from a cross between Schimmeig
heavily striped with dark green.
Creg and a pink beefsteak. Introduced to
Good flavour, will split with
SSE by Al Anderson of Troy, Ohio (OH AN
inconsistant watering. Regular leaf. A) in 2007
Indeterminate. 75 days.
Round, spherical fruit on a hardy
Natural cross found in my garden in 2015 plant. Yellow skin and flesh. Regular sprung up between where a yellow pear
leaf. Approximately 75 days. Very
and a Chocolate Stripes was, so I believe
good flavour.
those are the parents.

Heirloom/OP?
H

H

OP

OP
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Common Name

Tomato
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Variety Name
Clear Pink Early

Accession #
297

Colorado Grueso

176

Coracao di Boi

16

County Agent

296

Coyote

172

Creole

154

Growth Info
Plant produces excellent harvests of
3-6oz pink fruit, with a good sweet
flavour. Juicy, resistant to heat.
Spherical or slightly elongated
shape. 60-70 days, RL, determinate.
*** my seed was much later, heat
delayed production, but production
was still very good. Ripened well off
the vine in a cool location after frost.
Oblate bi- or tri- coloured fruit with
an uneven pleated shape, smallish
plant, but indetermiante. Early
maturing.
Red oxheart variety, large plant with
wispy regular leaf foliage. Good
balanced flavour, excellent for fresh,
cooking, and canning uses. Average
fruit weight about 10oz, 3" in
diametre. Irregular watering
produces some radial cracking.
Loves hot weather, suffers a bit in
cool, wet weather. 80 days. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate.
Plant produces good harvests of
irregular/pleated red fruit, 6-16oz
each. Good flavour, hot weather
delays ripening. RL, indeterminate,
80 days.
Large, sprawling vines produces
prolific yields of yellow .5" fruit,
approximately 1-2gr each. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate.70 days
Uniform and smooth pink/red fruit.
Early production.

Historical Info
An old Russian variety, introduced to SSE
in 1995 along with Cosmonaut Volkov Red.
The original Russian name was lost.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Collected originally from Argentina by the
USDA in 1937, then obtained by a collector
in Alberta, and ultimately donated to PGRC
in 1967.
Very rare, heirloom Portuguese variety.
Portuguese name literally translates to
"heart of the ox".

H

Heirloom

Seeds originated from an Oklahoma County
Agent.

H

Wild variety from Mexico.

H

Collected from Georgetown market,
Guyana, Oct. 10, 1934.

H
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Variety Name
Cuban Black

Accession #
234

Cuostralee

95

DaCosta's Portuguese

193

Delicious

17

Detenicke Salatove

123

Dingwall Scotty (Ding Wall Scotty)

18

Heirloom/OP?
Growth Info
Historical Info
Produces good yields of 6oz, oblate Russian variety. Original seed obtained
OP/H?
brown/dark red fruit. Some fruit
from the former USSR.
heavily ribbed, while others are
smoother and more uniform. Good
flavour. Regular leaf. Semideterminate. 75 days.
85 – 90 days. Indeterminate. Heavy It is a French family heirloom obtained by
H
set of 2 pound, slightly oval, blemish- Craig LeHoullier and Carolyn Male in an
free fruit. Greatflavour, one of the
extensive sharing of seeds in 1992 with
best red tomatoes you’ll ever taste. Norbert Pairerra of Hellimer, France. Mr
Pairerra sent Craig and Carolyn letters with
a handwritten list of hundreds of varieties of
French named OP tomatoes. They selected
those that sounded most interesting, and
growouts started the season after they were
received.
Ind. RL plant. High yield of ribbed
Named by Dan & Val McMurray. They
OP/H?
light pink fruit, approx. 1lb ea.
picked the seeds from a sandwich in
Portugal.
Large, meaty scarlet red fruit with
Introduced by Burpee in
H
few seeds on a regular leafed plant. 1964 after years of selection from ‘Beefsteak
This particular variety still holds the (Crimson Cushion)’.
Guiness Record for largest tomato
(at 7lbs), although fruit is much
more likely to be in the 1-2lb range.
Fruit can vary between globeshaped and more irregular ribbedshape. Resistant to cracking.
Indeterminate, 85 days
Plant produces uniform, red globular Donated to PGRC in 1984 by Smithfield
OP/H?
fruit. Dry flesh, good for a sauce or Experimental Farm in Trenton, ON.
fresh eating. No cracks at all. 75
days. Regular leaf. Determinate.
Narrow, upright, heirloom plants
OP/H?
producing clusters of 3 to 4, 2-inch,
round, red tomatoes with rich flavors
and just the right touch of acidity.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 75
days.
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Common Name

Tomato

Variety Name
Don Juan

Accession #
104

Donskoi

206

Dr. Wyche's Yellow

19

Dubrava

132

Dwarf Wild Fred

288

Growth Info
Deep pink fruit with pale yellow
striping, firm oval paste-type tomato,
about 5cm in diameter. Plant
reaches 2-5" high. Rugose leaves.
Determinate. 75 days.
Large red heart shaped fruits,
approx 13-16 oz (largest at 2lbs).
Good flavour.
Large irregular deep yellow/orange
fruit. Pomegranate shape inside,
full of cavities. Sweet, fruity, juicy,
very flavourful and delicious. Heat
resistant. Large beefsteak type
fruit. 85 days. RL, indeterminate.
Very sturdy strong plant, does well
in high heat and cooler temps.
Delicious 2-4" red oblate fruit, very
tangy - they tasted like they've
already been salted. Determinate.
72 days. Regular leaf.
Plant produces excellent harvests of
black/purple beefsteak-like fruit with
excellent flavour. Fruits are 6-12oz
fruit, rich and smokey flavour. RL
(rugose), indeterminate, 70 days.

Historical Info
Commercial open pollinated variety from
Russia.

Heirloom/OP?
OP

OP/H?

Originally from Dr. Wyche, who owned a
circus and bred this tomato.

H

Russian commercial variety. First offered in
the Seed Savers 2007 Yearbook by Val and
Dan McMurray of Wynndel, BC, Canada
(B.C MC D), who got seeds from Natalia
Ochagova in Michigan.

OP/H?

Developed in the 2006-2011 by the
members of the Dwarf Tomato Project from
a cross between Carbon with New Big
Dwarf made in 2006 by Bruce Bradshaw,
and named Sleazy.

OP

his variety was selected and named by
Craig LeHoullier after his father Wilfred,
from a humorous misspelling of his name in
a church bulletin.

Early Kus Ali

© Populuxe Seed Bank

162

First offered commercially by Tomato
Growers Supply in 2011.
Small to medium sized plant, oblate Obtained at the Botanical Garden, Peiping,
fruit. Mid season production.
China, Feb.24, 1931. Donated to USDA in
1931

H
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Variety Name
Egg Yolk

Accession #
294

Eiförmige Dauer

191

El Nano

131

Elizabeth

237

Elso Termes

308

Eva Purple Ball

270

Growth Info
Plant produces bright yellow cherrysized fruit, approximately the colour
and size of an egg yolk. Reportedly
heat tolerant. Large vines. RL,
indeterminate. 75 days.
Ind. PL. Pink, oblate fruit, growing in
clusters of 6-7. Fruit weighs approx
2-4 oz ea. 80 days.
Excellent sturdy plant, grows about
3-3.5ft high. Early producer of
medium sized red pleated fruit. Fruit
is extremely tasty, an excellent
sweet flavour with a full body. One
of the best tasting reds I've had!
Seems to do well in cooler and
higher temps, it was the first to
produce in a La Nina year on the
coast. Started flowering again near
the end of the season when it had
warmed up quite a bit. Excellent
production, would be good for
shorter seasons, and containers.
Regular leaf. 68 days.
Produces red tomatoes, 2 oz
uniform fruit. Very large, strong
plants, requires heavy staking.
Excellent in a greenhouse.
Determinate, red fruit. Regular leaf.
Early maturity.
Plants produce pink spherical fruit
with sweet flavour. RL,
indeterminate, 70 days.

Historical Info
Developed by Larry Pierce of Missouri from
a sport he found growing in his garden in
Moldovan Green tomato patch.

Heirloom/OP?
OP

Heirloom from Germany. Introduced to
North America by Reinhard Kraft.

H

Original seed acquired by PGRC from from
a market in Argentina in 1965.

H

A family heirloom from Mike Stefancsik.

H

Donated to PGRC in 1983.
This variety was brought to the U.S. from
the Black Forest region of Germany in the
late 1800s by the family of Joseph Bratka of
Elmwood Park, New Jersey.

H
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Common Name

Tomato

Variety Name
Fantome Du Laos (Ghost of Laos)

Fargo (Fargo Yellow Pear)

105

Ferris Wheel

139

Feuerwerk

245

Forme du Coeur

290

Frühe Liebe (Early Love, Early
Love of Quedlinburg)

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Accession #
21

83

Growth Info
RL , indet. Plant produces large
yields of 6-12oz pale yellow/white
fruit. Flavour leaves a lot to be
desired, but it's an interesting history
and interesting to look at. Very
pretty. Good keeper, which is also a
bonus, can be kept several months
under the right conditions. 80-85
days.
Fruit is similar to 'Yellow Pear' in
size and shape - but reportedly
grows on a shorter vine while
producing the same amount of fruit.
Good production of large, pink
oblate beefsteak-type fruit, on
average ranging 12-16oz
(occassionally up to 32 oz). Slightly
sweet, rich flavour. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 75-80 days.
Plant produces red fruit with yellow
mottling/stripes, 4-7oz fruit with a
globe shape. Good flavour. 85
days. Regular leaf.
Plant produces red heart-shaped
fruit, medium sized. Meaty fruit. RL,
determinate, 65 days.

Very early, 4-5' plant, produces 24oz red heartshaped fruit. Mild
sweetness. Indeterminate, potatoleafed, 50-60 days.

Historical Info
There's a fable with this tomato: when it
glows fluorescent green, tomatoes are
afoot. As the name would suggest, it's
thought to originate from Laos.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Commercial heirloom variety, introduced by
McFayden's in 1937.

H

Originally introduced to the market by
Salzer Seed Co. in 1898.

H

Heirloom from Germany. Translates to
"firework"

H

From Quebec. Potentially 'Quebec 473',
bred by Roger Doucet, of Agri-Food
Canada.
Detailed info:
https://potagersdantan.wordpress.com/2011/
01/24/la-tomate-forme-de-coeur/
Variety from Quedlinburg, saved by IPK
Gatersleben.

OP/H

H
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Variety Name
Fryerfrinsborghese

Accession #
129

Fuzzy Bomb

106

Garden Lime

127

Gardener's Delight (Sugar Lump)

22

Growth Info
Historical Info
Extremely hardy plant, excellent
Donated to PGRC in 1984.
producer even in not great
conditions. Produces dusty-red
round uniform fruit approx. 2" in
diameter. Good for fresh uses.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 75 days.
Plant produces good yields of
Developed by Tadd Smith, Franklin, NC.
beefsteak type oblate fruit, deep red
in colour. Plant has a slight fuzz
over all of it (hence the name).
Fruits are approx 12-16 oz. Late
season. Indeterminate. Potato Leaf.
88 days
Medium sized plant produces
Donated to PGRC by a German source in
heavily bifurcated fruit, very
1992.
irregular. Fruit is a medium green
colour, edging into yellowish tints
when ripe. Approx. 8oz per fruit.
Juicy, and very tasty, one of the
best tasting green varieties with a
very full flavour. Does better when it
doesn't receive too much water,
doesn't like cold weather a lot. No
cracking or splitting. 80 days.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
Medium sized cherry fruit, red,
Bred by Paul Tellhelm
acidic and "old-time" tomato
and introduced in 1950-1951 by Ernst
flavour. Indeterminate, RL, will bear Benary
until frost. Produces in trusses. 70 Samenzucht (formerly of
Erfurt, East Germany;
now Hann Muenden,
Germany). It was named
"Benary's Gartenfreude,
Hochzucht". * Offered
commercially by Jung
Quality Seed, Randolph,
Wisconsin in 1960 as
Jung's Sugar Lump.

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H?

OP

OP/H?

H
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Tomato
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Variety Name
Garten Freude

Accession #
135

German Cascade

23

German Striped (Striped German)

316

Gezahnte

232

Gezahnte

321

Giant Belgium (Giant Belgian)

102

Giant Tree

24

Growth Info
Historical Info
Bushy, sturdy medium sized plant. Donated to PGRC in 1983.
Needs hardening off before being
placed outside, as it seems to suffer
from shock easily. Outside, it did
well, needed proper warmth to start
flowering. Once the heat came it
produced like crazy, and continued
producing until hard frost. Plant
produces round, red pingpong sized
tomato, red in colour, 1-1.5" in
diameter. Nice full flavour with an
acidic bite. Regular leaf. 80 days.
Semi-determinate.
RL, indeterminate plant. 4ft in
height. Golf ball size round red
brilliant red fruit. Earthy flavour,
VERY tasty, with good acidic bite.
85-90 days. Doesn't tolerate heat
too well. Moderate production in a
really harsh summer. Produces in
bunches of 3-5 fruit per.

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H?

OP (H?)

H
Produces red pear-shaped red,
heavily pleated fruit. Dry & hollow
inside. Tolerant of intermittent
watering. Mid season. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate.

Originated with Frau Isabella Buhrer-Keel of
Basil, Switzerland, who obtained the seeds
from an Italian man whose mother grew this
tomato in Naples, Italy. Frau Isabella
Buhrer-Keel donated seed to
ProSpecieRara, Aarau, Switzerland.

Large 2lb pink fruit, oblate beefstake Exact origins unknown - claims are that it's
shape with reported excellent
an heirloom from Ohio.
flavour. Indeterminate. Regular Leaf.
90 days.
1lb+ large pink beefsteak-type.
Vines can reach up to 18ft.
Indeterminate, 90 days.

H

H

H
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Variety Name
Gigant Purelesa

Accession #
305

Gigante de Avila

254

Glasnost

25

Gold Ball (Livingston's Gold Ball,
Golden Ball)

276

Golden Egg

269

Golden Girl

213

Goldman's Italian American

101

Goose Creek

28

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H

Growth Info
Plants produce large beefsteak,
ribbed fruit with pinkish/purplish
skin. 9-14 oz, 5" in diameter.
Meaty, acidic taste. Early for a
larger beefsteak-type. Regular leaf,
indeterminate. 75 days.
Strong plant, with with large red fruit.
Excellent flavour. Some blossom
drop. Red colour. Very late.
3" smooth oblate red fruit, very
meaty with excellent flavour.
Indeterminate. Regular leaf. 75
days.
Plants produce excellent yields of
golden yellow fruit, approx 1.5-2oz
each. More sweet than tart flavour.
RL, indeterminate, midseason.
Bright yellow, oval fruit, approx 1" in
diameter. 70 days. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate
Plant produces yellow fruit.

Historical Info
Russian heirloom tomato from Tamara
Yaschenko's collection. Introduced to North
America via Tatiana Kouchnareva in 2007
through the SSE catalogue after a trade
with Tamara Yaschenko in 2006.

Squat, pear-shaped and heavily
pleated fruit, which have an almostbloody intense red colour when ripe.
Thick flesh is excellent for sauces
and preserves. Excellent yields.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. Mid- to
late-season.
Red globular fruit, about 6-8 oz in
size, with reported very good
production. A rarer variety. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate, 75 days.

De-hybridized from an Italian variety. Amy
Goldman brought the seed back after she
found it at a vegetable dealer in Italy.

OP

Family heirloom from California, USA.
Some date it to be from the early 1800's,
but history shows there were no smooth
tomatoes at that time, so the actual date is
unknown.

H

Spanish for 'Giant from Avila'

H

Variety from Siberia

OP

Developed by A.W. Livingston and
introduced commercially in 1892.

H

H/OP?

H
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Variety Name
Graf Zeppelin

Accession #
130

Green Grape

96

Green Sausage

222

Green Zebra

26

Gregori's Altai

27

Guido

120

Hahms Gelbe Topftomate

29

Growth Info
Hearty plant, good production of
very uniform round red fruit approx
2" in diameter. Excellent choice for a
market tomato. Good balanced
flavour. Regular leaf. 80 days. I saw
indeterminate growth, but PGRC
lists as determinate.
Large, strong plant, produced
clusters of 8-9 grape tomato type
fruit. Green, turning to yellowish
green when ripe. Approx. 1oz in
weight. 80 days. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate.
Elongated 2-3oz green fruit with
dark yellow-green stripes. Paste
type, sweet flavour. Regular leaf.
Determinate. 80 days.
Heavily producing plant, fruit is
green streaked with yellow when
ripe. Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
80 days.
Large pink beefsteak type fruit,
sweet with good flavour. Good
production, 10-16oz fruit.
Indeterminate. Regular leaf. 80
days.
Large red 8-16 oz fruit, very meaty
with great flavour, can be used
easily as a slicer or a sauce tomato.
Regular leaf plant. 80 days
Extremely small 6" dwarf cherry
tomato plant. Good production of
tasty yellow fruit, Introduced by
Reinhard Kraft, Neukirchen,
Germany. Rugose foliage.
Determinate. 65-70 days.

Historical Info
Donated to PGRC in 1983 from a source in
Ontario.

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H?

Bred by Tom Wagner of Tater Mater Farms
and released in 1978. Cross of several
heirlooms, one of which is 'Evergreen'.

OP

Bred by Tom Wagner of Tater Mater seeds.
Originally bred under under 'Green Sleeves'
name.

OP

Non-heirloom, OP. Originally bred in 1983
by Tom Wagner of Redmond, Washington,
USA, and was first offered in his TaterMater Seed Catalogue.
Heirloom from Russia, the Altai Mountains.

OP

Introduced in the Seed Savers 2007
Yearbook by Val and Dan McMurray of
Wynndel, BC, Canada, who got the seeds
from R.R. Bruijn, The Netherlands.
Introduced by Reinhard Kraft, Neukirchen,
Germany.

OP/H?

H

OP/H?
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Variety Name
Halicz

Accession #
314

Hana

277

Harbinger

30

Henderson's Pink Ponderosa
(Henderson's Ponderosa)

229

Herb Taylor Golden

313

Homestead

235

Huang Se Chieh

161

Humph

194

Hurma (Khurma Ukrainian)

244

Growth Info
Ovate, red fruit. Small plant. Early
production. Determinate. Regular
leaf. Some radial cracking.
2-2.5ft plants produce 2-3"
oblate/spherical red fruit. Meaty
flesh with small seed cavities.
Regular leaf. Determinate. Early
season.
Reportedly very good for ripening off
the vine. Classic tomato flavour.
Does well in cool/wet areas as it
was bred for the British climate.
Heat delays production. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate. 60 days.
8-12oz pink meaty fruit, sweet mild
flavour. Fruit is slightly irregular and
flat. Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 8590 days.
Oblate, pleated fruit. Orange skin.
Good leaf coverage. Mid-season.
Indeterminate. Regular leaf.
Uniform market-type, all purpose
tomato. Red beefsteak-type fruit, 48oz each. Good production, good
flavour. BER and split resistant.
Determinate. Regular leaf. 65-75
days.
Round yellow fruit. Early to mid
season production.
Ind. RL plant. 5-10 oz green fruit
with amber blush. Smooth texture.

Plant produces large, golden fruit,
oblate shaped. Excellent for fresh
use, sweet flavour. 3-7oz . 85 days.

Historical Info
Donated to PGRC in 1993 from Poland.

Heirloom/OP?

Developed in Czechsolovakia.

OP

English variety, introduced to the market in
1910.

H

Introduced by Peter Henderson & Co. in
1891.

H

Donated to PGRC in 1991 from Virginia,
USA.
Bred by Florida Agric. Expt. Sta. and the
Southeastern Breeding Laboratory, USDA,
Charleston, South Carolina. ((Victor x
Dobbies Champion) x Pan America x
Rutgers) - released around 1950.

OP

Obtained at the Botanical Garden, Peiping,
Feb. 24, 1931. Donated to USDA in 1931
Nancy Kirch of Binghamton, NY, discovered
this tomato at a local nursery. Original seed
came from one of the nursery employees
who grew it as a family heirloom.
Originally from the Ukraine.

H
H

H
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Variety Name
Isis Candy

Accession #
31

Ispolin

201

Italian Noire

274

Italian Winter

136

Jack White

92

Japanese Black Trifele (Yaponskiy
Trufel Chernyi)

32

Jaune Flammee

33

Jitomate Bulito

240

Joffre

34

Jubliee (Orange Jubliee)

151

Growth Info
1 oz cherry tomato, yellow/orange
with a pink blush when ripe. Firm
flesh, large seed cavities, moderate
yields. Indeterminate. Regular
leaf. 75-80 days.
Oblate dark pink fruit. Indeterminate.
Very productive.
Oval grape-type fruit with brown skin
and green shoulders. Good flavour.
70 days.
Stocky plant produces round, red 2"
fruit. Some blossom drop. Doesn't
like really cold weather. Regular
leaf. 75 days. Indeterminate.
Large, white 8-12oz yellow/white
fruit. Cross between White Tomesol
x Great White x White Beauty.
Regular Leaf, 80 days.
Produces 4-7oz pear shaped fruit
with dark brown/black skin. Very
good flavour, good producer. Some
green shouldering. Potato leaf.
Indeterminate. 70-80 days.
Deep orange skin, fruit 2-3oz each,
borne in clusters on the vine. Sharp
taste, excellent flavour. Regular
Leaf. Indeterminate 75 days.
Produces elongated, 3" long red
fruit. Used for fresh uses and
preservation. Point on the blossom
end. Semi-determinate. RL. 85 days.
Black/purple fruit with green
shoulders and reportedly very good
flavour. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 75 days.

Historical Info
Bred by Joe Bratka of NJ, one parent is
Marizol Purple. Joe Bratka introduced it
through SSE in 1992.

From Siberia.

Heirloom/OP?
OP

OP/H?
H/OP?

Donated to PGRC in 1970 from Italy.

H

Bred by Alan Bishop of Hipgnosiss Seed. A
stabilized cross White Beauty x White
Tomesol. Named after Jack White, lead
singer of the White Stripes band
Russian OP variety.

OP

French family heirloom, originating from
Norbert Parreira of Helliner, France. Name
means 'Firey Yellow'.

H

Reportedly Mexican heirloom used by that
Zapotec people.

H

French OP, possibly heirloom variety said
to be named after a WWI French field
marshall.

OP/H?

OP
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Variety Name
Karlik

Accession #
307

Growth Info
Indeterminate, potato leaf variety.
Marbled(?) skin. Early production,
good yield. Oblate fruit.

Historical Info
Originally collected from the former Soviet
Union in Moscow, introduced to the USA via
a donation to the USDA. Then donated to
PGRC in 1965.
The name implies it may have originated in
Kazahkstan (a republic in the former USSR,
now an independent country). Variety
brought to SSE from CV Anioleka Seeds of
Scotland.

Kazakh Schalavije

97

Good production of 6-12oz orange
fruit with excellent flavour. Regular
leaf. Indetermiante. Rare.

Keeping Tom

35

Kimberley

36

King Humbert (King Umberto, Roi
Humbert, Re Humbert)
Kolea

184

Kootenai

91

Heralded for its keeping properties,
will keep for many months if picked
green and kept in a cold cellar.
Small Indeterminate plant,
productive tomato, that ripens slowly
and stays in good shape long after
harvesting. May Be picked part ripe
and will ripen slowly in cool place.
Oddly, it may often appear unripe,
but when cut it will be bright red.
Indeterminate. Regular leaf.
Early, tall and sprawling plant, high Named after Kimberley, BC where it was
yields of 1-2" round red fruit, slightly bred in the 1980's (parentage is disputed).
oblong. Indeterminate. Potato leaf.
55-60 days.
80 days.
Old Italian paste tomato. Described as far
back as 1885.
Red, 4" diameter fruit. Regular leaf. Donated from the University of Hawaii to
the USDA in 1962.
Very early compact plant, produces Brought to the Kootenay region of BC with
slightly oblate 2-2.5" red fruit.
Russian Doukhobor settlers.
Moderate to good production, sweet
juicy fruit. Determinate, 60 days,
rugose leaf.

163

Heirloom/OP?
H

H

OP/H?

OP

H
H
H
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Tomato

Variety Name
Kotlas

Accession #
295

Lambert's General Grant

37

Lancia X (PSB-3)

94

Growth Info
Plant produces good harvests of red
fruit, some more spherical, but
others with a point at the blossom
end. Good flavour, 1-2oz fruit.
Compact plant, can be grown in
5gal containers. Potato leaf.
Indeterminate. Early season.
This very old heirloom has large
rose-pink fruit that are oblate and
ridged. Vine ripened fruit have the
best flavor. Indeterminate, finely
dissected foliage. 85 days.
Indeterminate. Oxhart type, good
fresh or for paste.

Historical Info
Originally named Sprint, but changed to
Kotlas by Johnny's Selected Seeds upon
Kotlas becoming a sister city with
Waterville, ME, USA.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Developed by a gardener named Mr.
Lambert in Bellefonte, Pennsylvania in 1869.

H

Italy 1950.

OP

Unable to contact donater of seed,
but growth was not like that of
Lancia, indicating a natural cross
between 'Lancia' and an unknown
parent.

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Lattanzio Pendulous

125

Legend

38

Limbaugh's Legacy Potato Top
(Potato Top)

87

Beautiful, jewel toned pink fruit with
some light yellow shouldering, rich,
full flavour (especially for a pink!).
Buttery-textured soft flesh. Regular
leaf. Later maturity - 85-90 days.
Good flavour, only moderate
production of red beefstake oblate
fruit. Doesn't like wet weather.
Indeterminate. Potato leaf. 80 days
4" in diameter slightly oblate red
fruit. Mild flavour, especially for a
red, meaty with few seeds. Blight
and crack resistant. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate, 75 days.
Large production of 10-18oz pink
flattened globe fruit. Potato leaf. 85
days.

OP/H?

Developed by Dr. James Baggett at Oregon
State University.

OP

A family heirloom that originated from Fred
Limbaugh of Robinson, Pennsylvania.
Fred's father and grandfather raised it in the
1930s; Pittsburgh's own heirloom tomato.

H
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Variety Name
Lime Green Salad (Green Elf)

Accession #
272

Little Lucky

153

Livingston's Perfection

103

Lucky Leprechaun

205

Lunchbucket (Lunch Bucket)

166

Lyana

300

Malinovyi Ozarowski

322

Mama Leone

100

Heirloom/OP?
OP

Growth Info
Dwarf plant, grows about 2.5ft high.
Produces round green tomatoes 13oz each. Sharp, tart flavour.
Regular leaf. Determinate. 80 days.
Golden-yellow fruit with a red blush
at the blossom end. Complex
fruity/tangy flavour. Potato leaf.
Indeterminate. 90 days.
Red globular fruit 4-8oz each,
excellent flavour, smooth and
productive. Indeterminate. Regular
Leaf. 75 days.
Plant produces 2-4oz round red
uniform fruit. Mild flavour, but
reportedly a very good producer.
Plants reach about 2ft. High.
Rugose leaf. Productive dwarf
variety.
Small saladette type tomato, red
tender skins, said to have a
spicy/salty flavour.
Plant produces good harvests of 12oz round, red fruit. Meaty with
small seed cavities. Strong tomato
flavour. Plant grows about 2-2.25ft
tall, good for growing in containers.
RL, determinate, 55-70 days.

Historical Info
Bred by Tom Wagner in the 1980's.

Moldovan var., bred by Pridnestrovian
Agric. Res. Inst., (Leto x Cheburashka) x
Start cross. Released in 1996.

OP

Produces high yields of 3-6oz plumtype fruit. Very good flavour,
excellent for preservation. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate. 80 days.

Introduced to SSE by Nancy Kirch, New
York, in 2005. Nancy obtained it from a
local nursery in NY, originally from a
customer who immigrated here from Italy
with the seeds many years ago.

H

Craig LeHoullier who stabilized it from an
accidental cross between 'Brandywine' and
an unknown variety.

OP

Commercial heirloom, released in 1880 by
A.W. Livingston.

H

Irish heirloom. Dates back to early 1900's.

H

OP/H?
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Variety Name
Manitoba

Accession #
39

Marvel Striped (Marvel Stripe)

228

Mary's Austrian X (PSB-1)

241

Matina

304

Matt's Wild Cherry

171

Growth Info
Early determinate variety bred for
the short seasoned prairies. Very
good variety for cool climates and
short seasons, if in high-heat temps
it will delay production, but doesn't
seem to hamper it. good flavour
and excellent yields. 2-6oz (reports
of 10-14oz) each, red globular fruit,
tart flavour. Determinate. regular
leaf. 65 days.
Heavily pleated yellow fruit with
red/orange striping. Large 1-1.25lb
fruit. Mild, sweet flavour. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate. 90-100 days.
Plant did not come true to package.
Conversation with seed seller
indicated that this variety was not a
mislabel, it is a cross that occurred
naturally between Mary's Austrian
and an unknown cherry variety.
Delicious grape-sized pink jeweled
fruit on a large (5ft+) plant. Fruit
borne on trusses of 5-6 fruit. Sweet,
rich flavour with firm flesh. RL. 75-80
days.
Reliable producer of red 1.5-3oz
fruit. Similar in growth and colour to
'Stupice' and 'Bloody Butcher' but a
darker shade of red. Balanced
flavour. Very early - does well in
colder and wet weather. Potato leaf,
indeterminate, 65 days.
Rampant vines produce prolific
amounts of small, currant type
tomatoes. Excellent tart full flavour,
fruit approximately 2gr each.
Regular leave. Indeterminate. 70
days.

Historical Info
Breeder and vendor: Expt. Farm, Morden,
Manitoba, Canada. Parentage: (Marglobe x
Bounty) x Redskin. Adaptation: Southern
Canadian prairies. 1956.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Reportedly from the Zapotec people of
Mexico.

H

Heirloom originally from Austria, came to
Salt Spring Island, BC in the early 1900's,
and grown their by the same family by over
100 years.

OP

Heirloom from Germany.

H

Originated from Mexico where it grows wild.
Teresa Arellanos de Mena, a friend of
Maine Ag. Faculty's Dr. Laura Merrick and
Dr. Matt Liebman, brought seed to Maine
from her family in Hidalgo in Eastern
Mexico.

H
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Variety Name
Mexican Cocktail

Accession #
197

Michael Pollan

238

Moldovan Green

258

Morado del Rincon de Ademuz

248

Moranno de Mejorada

253

Moskvich (Moskovich, Moskvic,
Moskovic)

41

Mountain Princess

289

Mr. Fumarole (Mr. Fumo)

299

Negrillo de Almoguera

256

Negro de Jaen

249

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H?

Growth Info
Ind. RL plant. Tiny red currant
tomatoes. Disease tolerance
exhibited. Large, sprawling growth
habit. Early maturity.
Green & yellow/gold striped fruit,
slightly elongated and plum shaped
approximately 3" long. 5ft vines.
Sweet, mild flavour.
6-8oz green fruit with a yellow
blush. Smooth texture. Sweet/tart
flavour. Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
75-80 days.
Pink/purple beefsteak tomato.

Historical Info

Big, round red fruit. Strong, dense
plant.
70-75 days, indeterminate, regular
leafed plant. Good sized 10-14oz
fruit.
Excellent flavour, very meaty. Good
for canning as well. Does well in
high heat
with water restrictions, only a bit of
cracking. Your classic looking
tomato. Needs heavy staking to
accommodate the large fruit.
5.5lb/plant.
Plant produces 6-8oz red smooth
beefsteak-type fruit. Determinate.
RL. 65 days.
Plant produces elongated, 3-6" red
fruit, with pinkish/red skin. Paste
variety. Low production. Heat delays
fruiting. 65 days.
Black beefsteak fruit. Excellent
flavour.
Black beefsteak fruit. Good taste.
Late harvest.

Spanish for 'Moorish from Mejorada'

H

From Russian it is translated to "person
who lives in Moscow". Developed in the
1970's by Vavilov Institute (IOGEN,
Moscow).

OP

An heirloom grown for generations in the
mountain climate of the Monongahela
National Forest Region of West Virginia.

H

Grown and selected by Wild Boar Farms in
California, USA.

OP

Heirloom from Moldova. Introduced to North
America by Glenn Drowns of Iowa, USA.

H

Spanish for 'Purple from Ademuz'.

OP/H?

OP/H

From the area of Almoguera, Guadalajara,
Spain.
Spanish for 'Black from Jaen'. From the
area of Jaen, Spain.

H
OP/H
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Variety Name
Neves Azurean Red

Accession #
199

Nonna Antonina

252

Novocserkaszkij

309

Oaxacan Jewel

181

Ojo de Venado

198

Orange King

155

Orange Oxheart

42

Orange Russian 117

236

Growth Info
Oblate, large beefsteak type fruit.
Approx. 13-16 oz in size. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate. 80 days.

Historical Info
Seeds were collected by Carolyn Male (NY
MA C) in 1999 from a retired P.E. teacher
Chuck Perry, who got the seeds from his
cousin, Ed McCollum of Boston, who, in
turn, got the seed from the owner/founder of
the Neptune Harvest Co. Dr. Carolyn Male
contacted the Neptune Harvest founder,
and he said that a man came to the factory
and asked if he could trade tomato fruits for
seaweed fertilizer. This man was Anthony
Neves of Massachusetts (now deceased),
who brought the seed from the Azores,
where he had been selecting for larger size,
and he continued the selection in
Massachusetts.
Red beefsteak fruit, very productive. Italian for 'Grandma Antonina'. Italian family
Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
heirloom from Sara Porporato and Jörg-M.
Schröter, Volvera, Italy from Sara's
grandmother, who grew the tomato for more
than 40 years.
Oblate, somewhat pleated red fruit. Donated to PGRC in 1984.
Early, indeterminate, large plant.
Large fruit.
Large fruit, 6-16oz, golden yellow
Pre-Columbian Mexican variety.
with red and orange marbling. 80
days. Regular leaf. Ind.
Oval red cherry, balanced rich taste. Reportedly grown by the Zapotec people of
Productive 4' tall plants. 80 days.
Mexico, from Sierra Madre del Sur. Name
translates as 'Eye of the Deer'.
Orange, meaty fruit.
Donated from an unknown source in 1961
from New Hampshire, USA to the USDA.
Large 12-16oz fruit, oxheart shape,
firm flesh and few seeds. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate. 80 days.
Orange and pink heart shaped
Jeff Dawson's selection from his cross of
tomatoes. Crack resistant. Good
Russian 117 and Georgia Streak.
harvest. Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
90 days.

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H?

H

H

OP/H?

H
OP/H?

OP
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Variety Name
Orange Strawberry

Accession #
148

Orlov Yellow

188

OSU Blue

185

Paragon (Livingston Paragon,
Livingston's Paragon)

275

Parma

310

Paul Robeson

43

Perennial

158

Growth Info
Historical Info
Extremely vigorous plant, grows up Seeds for what became Orange Strawberry
to 6-7ft talls (will grow visibly in one were sent to Carolyn Male of Latham, New
day alone). Produces large 1-2lb
York, by Marjorie Morris of Indiana, who
oxheart shaped golden orange
discovered it as a stray seed in a pack of
fruits. Sweet & fruity and very
commercial Pineapple seeds and named
flavourful. One of the best orange
'Orange Strawberry' based on the fruit
tomatoes out there. Grows very well shape and color.
in high heat, and resistants to
cracks/splits. Regular leaf. 85 days.
Indeterminate.
Ind. PL plants. 10-16 oz orange
Seeds from Smolensk in Russia, said to
beefsteak-type fruit. Smooth
have originated with Count Aleksei Orlov
shoulders, no core. Firm flesh. Very from the 18th century.
good flavour and very productive.
80 days. RL plant. Deep blue fruit
Bred by Jim Myers of Oregon State
the more sunlight they are under.
University.
Pinkish flesh.
Red spherical fruit, excellent yields Alexander Livingston's first breed of tomato,
of 3-4" fruit. Great for canning.
which was introduced in 1870. This variety
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 75 days. was a mainstay of the New Jersey canning
industry and reportedly was named for the
Paragon canning jar of that era.
Red, oblate, pleated(?) fruit. Early
Donated to PGRC in 1984.
maturity, indeterminate. Large plant.
Regular leaf.
Pleated/irregular brown-black-purple Russian heirloom which was made
fruit. 7-15 oz each. Reportedly up available by Marina Danilenko, a Moscow
to 2lbs. Very good flavour, fair
seedswoman; named in honor of the black
yield. Regular leaf. Indeterminate. opera singer star of King Solomon's Mines,
70-75 days.
1937, Paul Robeson, who was also an
advocate of equal rights for Blacks and was
very popular in the former Soviet Union.
Small bright yellow fruit. Regular
Originally from the Dr. H.L. Blood Collection
No. 823. F.R. Lawson, Modesto Calif. 1936.
Donated to USDA in 1966.

Heirloom/OP?
OP

H

OP

H

H

H
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Variety Name
Perestroika

Accession #
44

Persimmon

45

Perth Pride

287

Peruvian Bush

318

Pink Accordion

107

Pink Zebra

46

Pixie

98

Growth Info
Red-orange uniform smooth fruit,
solid 8-10oz meaty with few seeds.
A market favourite. Indeterminate.
Regular leaf. 70 days.

Historical Info
Russian variety from Siberia. Perestroika is
the Russian term (now
used in English) for the economic reforms
introduced in June 1985 by the Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev. Its literal
meaning is "restructuring", referring to the
restructuring of the Soviet economy.
Deep yellow/orange fruit. Vigorous Reportedly dates back to the mid 1800's vine. 1lb+ beefsteak fruit. Dates
although no information can found.
back to the mid-1800's. Meaty and
sweet. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 80 days.
Smaller plant (3-4ft) produces
Developed in the 2006-2011 by the
smooth round 2-5oz fruit that ripen members of the Dwarf Tomato Project from
to a deeper purple colour. Very
a cross between New Big Dwarf and Paul
good flavour. Fruit does not keep
Robeson, made in 2006 by Patrina Nuske
well after picking. RL (rugose) leaf, Small in Australia and named Happy. This
indeterminate. 70-75 days.
tomato was selected and named by Tessa
Millesse who lives in Perth, Western
Australia.
Plant produces average yields of
heavily pleated and ribbed red fruit.
Large sprawling plants that require
good staking, fruit is approximately
1lb each. Hollow with a mild sweet
flavour. Indeterminate. Regular leaf.
80 days.
Dark red/brown striped with green. Possibly a misnamed variety?
Extremely tasty, although did not do
well for me in grow out in 2011.
Grew very well in 2014. Likes drier
climates, very tasty and meaty fruit.
85 days. Regular leaf.
There are several varieties with the
name 'Pixie' in them, a grow out will
have to be done to determine which
'Pixie' this is.

Heirloom/OP?
OP

OP/H?

OP

OP

OP/H?

OP/H?
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Variety Name
Platillo

Accession #
175

Plum Tigris (Slivovidnyi Polosatyi)

47

Pocomoke

157

Polish Linguisa

88

Pollock

247

Poma Amoris Minora Lutea

173

Portuguese Joe's (Joe's
Portuguese)

246

Prairie Fire

214

Growth Info
Large oblate, heavily ribbed fruit.
Good flavour, orangey-red skin with
slight mottling, and orangey flesh.
Fruit is approx 220gr each (8 oz).
Best for fresh eating. Moderate leaf
coverage. Regular leaf,
indeterminate, 80-85 days.
Regular leaf plant with a high yield
of 4 oz plum fruit with red and yellow
skin, very good flavor. 80 days.
Deep red fruit, uniform and smooth
in shape. Crack resistant, slight
catfacing. High degree of tolerance
to fusarium wilt. Determinate.
Elongated red, paste type tomato.
Wispy plant. 5-6" long dry red fruit.
Sweet flavour. Good productivity.
Semi-deteminate. Regular leaf. Late
harvest.
Plant produces uniform globeshaped 4-6oz fruit with very good
flavour. Compact plant, still requires
staking. Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
70 days.
Stout plant produces moderate
harvests of 5-8oz pale yellow fruit.
Good flavour. Does not like being
kept wet. 75 days.
Large tomatoes, very irregular and
heavily pleated fruit. Very good
flavour. 8-18oz fruit. Indeterminate.
80-85 days. Regular leaf.

Historical Info
Collected in 1966 from Puerto Rico and
donated to PGRC.

Heirloom/OP?
H

introduced to North America by Andrey
Baranovski, Minsk, Belarus.

OP

Donated to the USDA in 1962 by the
University of Maryland.

H

Heirloom variety from Poland, brought to
New York by a family of Polish immigrants
in the late 19th century.

H

A selection from Bonny Best for earliness,
productivity and good cores by Andy
Pollock of northern British Columbia,
Canada.

OP

Portuguese variety, named by Val and Dan
McMurray (B.C MC D). Dan picked the
seeds out of a salad in Portugal in the late
1990s or early 2000s, and they have been
growing this variety in their garden since
then.
Early determinate red variety,
Possible cross between Sub-Arctic and an
globular and slightly oblate in shape. unknown beefsteak. First listed in SSE in
Good flavour. 70 days. Regular leaf. 1992.
Determinate

OP/H?

OP/H?

OP
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Variety Name
Prairie Pride

Accession #
215

Primrose Gage

160

Principe X (PSB-6)

99

Pruden's Purple (Prudence Purple)

76

Purple Calabash

142

Purple Plum Paste

179

Purple Prince (Black Prince)

48

Growth Info
70 days.

Historical Info
Released from the University of Manitoba in
1978.
Described has having a sweet/tart Collected in 1931 by Dobbie and Co.
flavour. Small round yellow fruit.
(Edinburgh, Scotland, UK) in the village of a
seminomadic tribe in the jungle of southern
India between 5,000 and 8,000 feet altitude.
Semi-determinate bushy plants
Italian heirloom bred for sun-drying. Dates
produce plum-type fruit, excellent for back to the 1910s.
preservation and pastes. Fruit is red
with a tip at the bottom, plant is
prolific in yields. Regular leaf.
Midseason.
Indeterminate potato-leafed plant. Variety dates back to at least the 19th
75-85 days. Plant produces dark
century.
pink
beefsteak fruit, sweet flavour with
smooth texture. Fruit measures 10 16oz, moderate to good yields.
Deeply fruited/pleated
Exact history is unknown, but evidence
pinkish/purplish/brown fruit with
suggests it was originally from Mexico. Very
green flesh and gel. Touted as the old variety. Donated to the USDA in 1963.
world's "ugliest tomato".
Indeterminate. 85-90 days. Regular
leaf.
Large, ind. Paste. Good flavour. RL.
80 days.
RL plant, produces tennis ball sized Reportedly an heirloom from Siberia.
brown/dark purple fruit. Slightly
ovular in shape. 3-4oz each. Quite
tasty, but didn't seem to withstand
really high heat and water rationing
very well. Poor production in my
area. 80-85 days.

Heirloom/OP?
OP
H

H

H

H

OP/H?
OP/H?
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Variety Name
Purple Russian

Accession #
49

Radinilee

280

Red Brandywine

317

Red Robin

77

Reisetomate

271

Reverand Morrow's Long Keeper

257

Robson Angolan

319

Roma VF

50

Rosado de Aracena

250

Growth Info
Plum-type shape, although quite
juicey so not appropriate for pastes.
Brownish-pink fruit, some green
shouldering. Very good flavour.
Heavy production. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate 75 days.
Plants produce 2-6oz black/purple
fruit, shape ranging from oblate to
more spherical. Somewhat irregular
shape. Some green shouldering.
Very good flavour. RL,
indeterminate, 80 days.

Historical Info
Heirloom variety from the Ukraine. Seed are
originally from Irma Henkel, 1980 and then
introduced to North American market.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Reportedly from Russia, but the name is not
of Russian origin. Unclear whether it was
just renamed, or if it is not actually from
Russia.

OP/H?

H
Small dwarf plant, growing to
approximately 25-30cm high. Well
suited to containers. Produces tight
clusters of 6-8 red cherry tomatoes.
Good production. Said to be able to
produce under even poor light
conditions. Determinate, regular
leaf, 55-60 days.
Plant produces heavily lobed fruit
German heirloom?
that resemble cherry tomatoes all
fused together. Fair flavour. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate. 80 days.
Plants produce 6-10oz reddish
Louisana Heirloom?
orange fruit. Determinate.
Midseason. Regular leaf.
RL, det. Plant. Good production of
plum shaped fruit. Best for sauces,
canning, and preserving. Very dry.
VF resistance. 70 days.
Beefsteak pink tomato, strong
sprawling plant. Slightly oblate
shape. Late harvest.

OP

H/OP?

H

OP

Spanish for 'Pink from Aracena'. Traditional
in the villages in the mountainous area of
Aracena y Ricos de Arodre in the south of
Spain.

H
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Variety Name
Rosado de Teruel

Accession #
255

Rose

51

Rozovye Gryozy

284

Rozovyi Izumnyi

196

Ruby Treasure

52

Russian Persimmon

143

Russian Saskatchewan

292

Growth Info
Pink beefsteak fruit.

Historical Info
Spanish for 'Pink from Teruel'. From the
town of Teruel, Spain.
Large pink, irregular beefsteak-type Amish heirloom from New Holland, PA,
fruit. Very good flavour, 3" 10oz
USA.
fruit. Reportedly a cross between
Brandywine and Rutgers tomatoes,
crack and disease resistant.
Indeterminate. Regular leaf. 80
days.
Plants produce large pink ovalIntroduced in North America by BC KO T,
shaped fruit, approx 11oz each.
who received the seeds from Tatiana
Excellent flavour. Wispy foliage.
Afanasieva, an avid gardener and seed
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. Early
saver from Chelyabinsk, Russia. Not
season.
commercially available in Russia.
Name translates to "Pink Dreams" from
Russian.
Ind. RL, high yield. Large pink
History unknown. Seeds acquired from
beefsteak-type fruit up to 1lb. Juicy, Russia. Translates to Pink Raisin-like from
sweet flavour. 80 days.
Russian.
Winter keeping variety, will keep for Peters Seed Research breeding
a few months in a cold cellar and
programme.
ripen slowly if picked green for
storage. Red fruit, firm with smooth
skin, retains excellent flavour and
colour for storage. Excellent
producer - heat doesn't slow it
down. Indeterminate. Regular leaf.
85 days.
Plant produces 4-8 oz orange fruit From Russia.
with sweet flavour. Very productive
plant. Determinate, regular leaf, 80
days.
Compact, dwarf plants produce
An old heirloom variety that has been grown
good harvests of red, spherical fruit. by Darlene MacMillan’s family for many
Rugose RL, determinate, 60 days. years in Colfax, Saskatchewan and
originally came from Russia.

Heirloom/OP?
H
H

OP/H?

OP/H?

OP

OP/H?

H
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Variety Name
Saint Pierre

Accession #
178

Salt Spring Sunrise

202

San Francisco Fog

54

San Marzano

150

Sasha's Altai (Sasha's Pride)

55

Scatalone

243

Schappis Küsnachter Alpenglühn
(Schappiskusnachter)

285

Scr 5

177

Growth Info
All that’s available on this one is that
it has an oblate shape, is bi- or tricoloured (red/orange/yellow) and
that it’s late maturing.
Bushy small plant, produces small
red slicers. 3-4' plants. Good taste.
Good for costal locations.
Determinate.
Tomato specially bred fro cool, wet
climates. Red globular, 2-3" in
diameter, 2-4oz fruit. Plants grow 78ft, slightly more acidic than sweet
taste, vigorous production, good
resistance to BER and splitting.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate, 80
days.
Classic cooking tomato, dry and
meaty, best for cooking and
preservation, not so much for fresh
eating. Plant produces plum-type
red tomatoes in clusters of 5-6.
Excellent production. 75 days.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
Round, red globular fruit, very
flavourful and good for fresh eating
and preservation. Fruit sets in
cooler climates easily.
Indeterminate. Regular leaf. 60
days.
San Marzano-like paste/plum type
variety. Excellent flavour. Good for
canning and sauces.
Plants produce flattened and fluted
2-4oz red fruit. Strong flavour, more
acidic than sweet. Prolific bloomer.
RL, indeterminate, early season.
A late maturing red oblate fruit,
regular leaf.

Historical Info
Originally from France, given to a collector
in Alberta in 1966, then donated to PGRC in
1974.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Developed by the late P.J. (Jack) James,
agricultural consultant of Salt Spring Island,
British Columbia, Canada, in the 1950-60s.

H

OP

Italian heirloom.

H

Russian heirloom from the Altai Mountains.
For full history see here:
http://www.seedstrust.com/st/sasha.html

H

OP/H?

Originally from Austria, dates at least to the
early 1960/61.

H

Collected from the Canary Islands of Spain
in 1986 and given to PGRC.

OP/H?
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Variety Name
Sherkhan

Accession #
279

Shokoladnyi (Wokoladnyj,
Chocolate, Russian Chocolate)

90

Shuntukski Velikan

190

Sibirskiy Velikan Rozovyi

189

Sicilian Saucer

56

Growth Info
Dwarf plants produce long, sausage
shaped fruit, red with orange
striping. Very dry flesh and few
seeds. 3-6oz each. Good acidic
flavour. Good cooking tomato.
Regular leaf. Determinate.

Historical Info
Russian commercial variety, vended by CV
Gavrish. Introduced commercially to North
America by Tatiana's TomatoBase.

Name means "Shere Khan" in Russian,
referencing the tiger in "The Jungle Book"
by Rudyard Kipling.
Plant produces excellent yields of 4- Russian commercial var., introduced to NA
12oz black/reddish fruit. Some
by Andrey Baranovski of Minsk, Belarus in
green shouldering, smokey rich
the late 2000s as Russian Chocolate.
flavour, resistant to cracking and
BER. 70-80 days. Indeterminate,
regular leaf.
Ind. RL. Large, pink oblate
"Velikan" means Giant from Russian.
beefsteak-type fruit. 12-16oz. Meaty Possibly originates from Shuntuk, Russia.
fruit with lots of seeds. Early for
such a large-fruited variety. Very
productive. Reliable producer in
cooler areas.
Ind. RL. Large, pink oblate
From Siberia. Translates to "Siberian Giant
beefsteak-type fruit. 12-16oz. Meaty Pink" from Russian.
fruit with lots of seeds. Early for
such a large-fruited variety. Very
productive. Reliable producer in
cooler and warmer areas. 80 days.
Large, ribbed, very irregular shape, Family heirloom from Italy that has been
very good flavour, few seeds,
passed around by Mr. Cook, from
excellent for sauces and
Mississauga. Mr. Cook received the seed
preservation. Fruit up to 1lb.
from his Sicilian neighbor who has had it in
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 85
his family for generations. First listed in
days.
SSE in 2008.

Heirloom/OP?
OP

OP

OP/H?

OP/H?

H
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Variety Name
Silvery Fir Tree

Accession #
126

Sirius

311

Slavic Masterpiece

57

Snow White

231

Sophie's Choice

128

Growth Info
Extremely hearty plant, about 2ft
high. Has carrot like delicate foliage.
Excellent production in a range of
temperatures, it's not abnormal for
me to get 10+ lbs from this little
plant. Red oblate fruit, first of the
season are larger (about 3-4" in
diameter) while the rest are smaller
(2-3" in diameter). Fruit weighs
about 8oz each. Does well in heat
and as much sun as possible, but
also produces well in rainier or
colder seasons. Perfect for slicing,
but does make a great sauce.
Determinate. 68 days.
Early determinate variety. Large
plants, red spherical fruit. Regular
leaf.
4-8 oz red round meaty fruit.
Vigorous 6ft+ plants. Good
resistance to splits. Good taste,
good acid/sweet balance.
Indeterminate, 75 days.
Light yellow cherry-type tomato.
Crack resistant. Strong, tall vines,
require good staking. Very good
yields. Indeterminate. Regular leaf.
65 days.
Miniature tomato, grows about 1 1.5ft high at the most. Excellent
producer for its size. First fruit of the
season is quite large at about 3-4" in
diameter, while the remaining fruit
will be closer to 2. Good balance
between meat and juice, excellent
slicer and for fresh eating. Good
well-rounded tomato flavour.
Regular leaf. 60 days. Determinate.

Historical Info
Traditional Russian variety attributed to
Moscow seedswoman Marina Danilenko,
brought to US by SSE in early 1990s.

Heirloom/OP?
H

Donated to PGRC in 1985.

Russian commercial open-pollinated
tomato, introduced to North American by
Andrey Baranovski of Minsk, Belarus under
the translated name.

OP

Developed by Joe Bratka of New Jersey.

OP

A family heirloom from Edmonton in
Alberta, Canada. Barry Comden of
California offered this variety to Carolyn
Male. It had no name, and Barry said that a
friend of his in California had gotten it from
someone in Edmonton, Canada. Carolyn
asked Barry to name it and he deferred to
his Californian friend who named it Sophie's
Choice.

H
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Common Name

Tomato

Variety Name
Sputnik

Accession #
283

Growth Info
Plants produce medium sized brown
beefsteak fruit, 4-10oz each with
good flavour. RL, indeterminate. 80
days.

Historical Info
First offered in the Seed Savers 1996
Yearbook by Arche Noah, a genetic
preservation organization in Austria (AUST
AR N), who got the seeds from Elmar
Dolgener.

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H?

Seeds originally from the USSR.

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Striped Cavern (Red Cavern,
Schimmeig Stoo, Lobed and
Striped)

233

Striped Stuffer

182

Stupice

58

Sub Arctic Maxi

208

Summer Cider

273

Named after the Russian satellite launched
in 1957.
Stuffing tomato. Blocky, bell-pepper Bred by Thomas P. Wagner of Tater Mater
type shape. Red and orange striped. Seeds
Moderate yields, moderate flavour,
best used as a stuffing tomato or for
salsa. Crack resistant. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 80 days.
80 days. Blocky, semihollow fruit red with yellow stripes. 7 oz in
weight. Indeterminate.
Early variety, compact plant, grows Heirloom from Czechsolovakia.
to around 4ft. Red globular
tomatoes, wonderful flavour, sweet
with a good acid balance. Potatoleafed. Always the first to appear
and extremely productive in my
garden. Indeterminate. 60 days.
Plant produces red, smooth uniform Developed by Dr. Harris at the Beaverlodge
fruit, globular shape. Approx. 2-5oz Res. Sta., Alberta, Canada. Released to the
each, 2" in diameter. Good acidic public in 1976.
tomato taste. Somewhat susceptible
to blight. 65 days. Determinte.
Regular leaf.
Yellow orange/peach skin with
Bred by Tom Wagner of Everett, WA, USA.
creamy flesh. Sweet fruity flavour. Originally called 'Apple Butter' by Everett.
Fruit measures up to 1.5lbs, but is
more commonly 10oz. Good flavour,
early maturation for large variety. 75
days.

OP

OP/H?

H

OP

OP
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Common Name

Tomato

Variety Name
Sunset's Red Horizon

Sylvan Guame

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Accession #
137

124

Tangerine (Big Orange)

7

Tartar From Mongolstan

260

Taxi

78

Tecumseh

156

Teta de Monja

251

Thessaloniki

138

Growth Info
Plant produces medium to large
heart shaped fruit - 6-14 oz. Meaty,
not juicy, flesh. Excellent balanced
flavour. Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
Mid-season.

Historical Info
Original seed stock is from 'Rostova', an
heirloom to Russia. It was first offered by
TomatoFest, but a cross happened some
years back and instead of the beefsteak
shape of Rustova, Sunset's Red Horizon
became heart shaped. It is now considered
a separate variety.
Large, hearty plant, grows extremely This tomato was named after a 80 year old
well even in adverse conditions.
man in Canada who shared the seeds and
Large red non-uniform red fruit,
indicated that this variety came from
beefsteak shaped, 1-2lbs. Excellent Russia. Its original Russian name is not
flavour, very meaty and juicy with
known.
very few seeds. A great all around
tomato. 80 days. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate.
Large orange beefsteak fruit, bright
orange in colour (hence the name).
Good flavour and few seeds. Fruit
weighs 1-2lbs each. Indeterminate.
Regular leaf. 75 d
Tolerant of hot, cool, or humid
?
climates. Good production of redorange fruit slightly oblate in shape.
Regular leaf. 70 days.
Small to medium sized plant,
Possibly developed by Johnny's Selected
produces medium sized beefsteak- Seeds - but that is unverified.
type yellow tomatoes. Determinte.
Regular leaf. 70 days.
Fusarium resistance. Susceptible to Developed at Purdue University, Lafayette,
TMV. Late maturity, heavy fruit set. IN, USA. Donated to USDA 1959.
Indeterminate.
Heart shaped pink fruit, wispy plant, Spanish for 'Nun's Breast'
with good fruit set.
Plant produces uniform red globular Originally from Greece and introduced by
fruit, excellent
Gleckler's Seedsmen in the 1950's.
earthy/balanced/acidic flavour.
Resists sun scald and cracking.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 75 days.

Heirloom/OP?
OP

H

OP

H/OP?

OP

H

H
H
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Common Name

Tomato

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Variety Name
Tidlig Bush

Accession #
306

Tigerella (Mr. Stripey)

59

Tiny Tim

60

Tlacolula Ribbed

61

Tomate

159

Tsygan (Zigan, Gypsy)

62

Uluru Ochre

286

Uncle Charlie's Giant Italian Pear

180

Growth Info
Early, determinate. Marbled(?). Flat
fruit shape. Smallish plant.
4oz fruit, 2" in diameter. Skin is red
with yellow-green streaks. Flesh is
red-orange and quite tangy/tart.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate, 76
days.
Dwarf tomato plant, reaches a
maximum of 12" high. Can be
grown in an 8" pot. Yields small
braids of 3/4" red, round, cherry
tomatoes. Regular leaf.
Determinate. 50 days.
Heavily pleated fruit, about 3" in
diameter. Shade, heat, drought
tolerant. Mild flavour, hollow. Red
in colour. RL, indeterminate. 80-85
days.
Early and heavy fruit set of small to
medium sized dark red fruit.
Extreme fasciation. Oblate shape.
Regular leaf.
4-6oz black fruit. Vigorous 6ft+
plants. Smokey flavour more acid
than sweet, meaty, good saucer.
Rare in North America. Regular
leaf. Indeterminate, 80 days.
Compact dwarf plant, produces
orange/apricot fruit with some
green/black shouldering and
overtones. Good yields of 6-12oz
fruit, oblate beefsteak shape that
are irregular. The flavour can be
variable, but can be very delicious.
Rugose leaf, indeterminate, 65 days.
Large, heart shaped pinkish-red
fruit. Difficult to get to grow.

Historical Info
From Norway - Tidlig means "Early".
Donated to PGRC from Alberta in 1974.
A cross of Ailsa Craig with an unknown
variety. Bred by Glasshouse Research
Institute in England in the 1930's.

Heirloom/OP?

Developed by University of New
Hampshire, Durham in 1945. Parantage:
Window Box x Red Currant.

H

Heirloom from Oaxaca, Mexico. Said to be
unchanged and grown for generations in
the Tlacolula region.

H

Originally purchased in the Market at
Tarma, Peru. Elevation: 3048 meters.
Donated to USDA in 1932.

H

Russian commercial variety, introduced to
North America by Andrey Baranovski,
Minsk Belarus in the early 2000s under its
translated name, Gypsy

OP

Developed by the members of the Dwarf
Tomato Project from a cross between
Orange Heirloom and Rosella Purple made
by Patrina Nuske Small and named Rosy. It
was selected and named by Patrina, after
Uluru, a large sandstone rock formation in
the southern part of the Northern Territory
in central Australia.
From Julianna's family, named after her
Uncle Charlie who grew them

OP

H

H
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Common Name

Tomato

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Variety Name
Valencia

Accession #
261

Val's Black Striped

281

Vandenburgs Moneyma

122

Variegated (Splash of Cream)

226

Victoria

203

Violet Jasper (Tzi Bi U)

227

Vorlon

80

Growth Info
Historical Info
Plant produces round, orange fruit A selection from Sunray (which was a
with good flavour. 3-6oz each.
selection from Jubilee) from the 1940s.
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 80 days.
Plant produces small round
A mutation found in a group of 'Sascha's
brown/black fruits with dark green
Altai' tomatoes in Dan & Val McMurray's
striping. Meaty and firm fruit. 2 seed tomato patch in 2005. Discovered by B.C
cavities filled with gel, large seeds. KO T in 2009. Is stable. Named for Val
Good canner. RL, indeterminate,
McMurray.
mid-season.
Plant produces very uniform
Original seed donated to PGRC from
globular shaped 2" red fruit.
Ontario, Canada in 1983.
Indeterminate. Regular leaf. 72 days.
Produced globe-shaped red 2" fruit, Introduced to North America by Greg
inclusters of 5-6. Strong sprawling Speichert of IN who received seeds from Ed
habit. Plant leaves are variegated
Rasmussen, who had received his seeds
green and light green.
from France. Variety has been shown to be
Indeterminate. Regular leaf. 80 days. grown in Ireland and the British Isles
previous to France.
Semideterminate/indeterminate
plant, block red 7 oz fruit. Early
production. Good taste and texture.
Potato leaf.
Produces 2oz globe-shaped fruit,
First offered at Seed Savers 2009 Yearbook
dark pink with green striping. Good by Hristo Hristov of Bulgaria (BULG HR H)
flavour. Regular leaf. Indeterminate. as Tzi Bi U.
80 days.
Large, indetermine plant that
Stabilized accidental cross of Cherokee
requires good steaking to hold the Purple x Pruden's Purple. Named after the
10-18oz fruit off the ground. Deep race of aliens on Babylon 5.
brown/black fruit, with some green
shouldering. Excellent flavour and
high yields. Indeterminate, 75-80
days, potato leaf.

Heirloom/OP?
H

OP

OP/H?

H

OP/H?

OP/H?

OP
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Common Name

Tomato

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Variety Name
Waltingers Fleisch aus Indien

Accession #
282

Wapsipinicon Peach

64

Weeping Charley

82

Weissbehaarte

195

Wonder Lights (Plum Lemon)

66

Yellow Lemon

67

Yellow Pear

68

Growth Info
Small round brown fruit, good
flavour. 1-2oz each. Very good
flavour. Some green shouldering.
RL, indeterminate, 80 days.

Small, ping pong sized fruit, yellow
with a slight fuzz over the skin.
Vigorous plants. Very sweet, low
acidity. Regular leafed.
Indeterminate, 80 days.
Medium sized red fruit. Slightly
roma/plum/elongated in shape with
a tip on the blossom end. Others are
rounder. Regular leaf. Indeterminate.
Ind. prolific, large plant (can grow up
to 12' high). High yield of small light
yellow round fruit, 1-2 oz, 2" wide.
Mild, sweet flavour with a thick skin.
Good for stuffing. 80 days.
Plant produces 2-4oz lemon shaped
bright yellow fruit. Meaty, mild, and
sweet flavour. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate. 75 days.
Yellow globular fruit, sweet and
juicy. 2-4oz fruit. Regular leaf.
Indeterminate, 85 days.
RL, indeterminate plant. 4-5ft in
height. Produces HUGE amounts of
small yellow pear shaped cherry
tomatoes. Really nice acidity, nice
flavour. The only cherry I grow.
Produces in bunches of 6-10 fruit
per. 75 days. Heat, drought,
humidity tolerant.

Historical Info
First offered in the Seed Savers 2000
Yearbook by Seed Savers Heritage Farm,
Decorah, Iowa (IA SSE HF), who acquired
the seeds for this tomato and for other
tomatoes of 'Waltingers' series from Nancy
Arrowsmith of Austria (AUST AR N, later AZ
AR N, as Mrs. Arrowsmith moved to
Arizona).
Originally came from Dennis Schlicht and
was named after the Wapsipinicon river in
Iowa.

Heirloom/OP?
OP/H?

OP

OP/H?

Old German variety. Rare in North America.

H

Russian heirloom. Seed was collected from
an old seedsman in Moscow, Russia.

H

Originally Collected from Karaj, Iran in
January 1943 and donated to USDA in May
1943.
Very old heirloom variety, first described in
1805 by Persoon. Goes back to the 17th
century.

H

H
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Common Name

Tomato

Tomato

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Variety Name
Yellow Perfection

Accession #
69

Yellow Ruffled

70

Zapotec Pink Pleated (Zapotec,
Zapotec Pink, Zapotec Pleated)

71

Zolotye Kupola

192

Zomu

146

Ailsa Craig

259

Growth Info
Historical Info
Bright yellow 1-1.5" round thinCommercial heirloom from a British seed
skinned fruit. Has a tendency to
company. Dates back to 1890's.
crack if overripe or overwatered.
Potato leaf. Indeterminate 75 days.
75-80 days, RL, indet., plant.
First offered in SSE, no other information
Produces heavily ruffled lemon
currently available.
yellow fruit, 8-10oz each. Sweet
flavour, not hollow, little bit of
acidity. Good prod. In hot weather.
80 days.
Large, pink heavily ribbed fruit,
Heirloom from Oaxaca, Mexico, said to be
potentially the origin of all modern originally grown by the Zapotec people.
beefsteaks. Semi-hollow insides,
excellent very distinct flavour.
Regular leafed plant, extremely
vigorous vines with sparse leaves.
Indeterminate, 85 days
Ind. compact plant, RL wispy
Name translates as 'Golden Domes' from
foliage. Heart shaped fruit. Yellow, Russian. Russian commercial variety,
sometimes with pinkish streaks, 8- developed in Siberia. Introduced to North
20oz. Good flavour. Very few seeds. America by Andrey Baranovski, Belarus.
Small determinate plant.
Might be a possible misspelling of 'Zomuk'.
Good production of 2-4 oz round red
fruit. Good flavour with no BER or
splitting. 70 days. Rugose leaf.
Determinate
Good production and good flavour Bred by Alan Balch from a cross of
from small 1.5oz round or slightly
Fillbasket and Sunrise, and introduced in
elongated red fruit. Clusters of 6-8. 1912 by the seed vendor Alexander and
Regular leaf. Indeterminate. 75 days. Brown of Perth, Scotland.

Heirloom/OP?
H

OP

H

OP/H?

OP/H?

H
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Common Name

Watermelon

Variety Name
Moon And Stars (Moon & Stars)

Zucchini

Cocozelle

© Populuxe Seed Bank

Accession #
303

141

Growth Info
Large fruiting variety - reportedly up
to 40 lbs, but more likely in the 5lb
range (especially in a shorter
season). Dark green rind with yellow
smaller dots and larger dots (hence
moon and stars). Very sweet and
juicy flesh. Can be grown in a
slightly shorter season with
coverage. 95 days.
Bush-type zucchini, excellent for
really small spaces or large
containers (half-wine barrel). Fruit is
dark green with light green/grey
vertical striping. Good mild flavour,
almost nutty undertones. 50 days.

Historical Info
Originally introduced by Peter Henderson &
Co. in 1926, it was called "SUN, MOON
AND STARS."

Italian heirloom variety.

Heirloom/OP?
H

H
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